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Software Developer

PROJECTS

PROFESSIONAL PROFILE

COME BACK: WOLF STORY: D3.js and JavaScript

I am a full stack developer with a background in art and strong
interest in Front-End Development.

https://github.com/RosaChoi/wolf-story

Comeback is a data visualization and storytelling narrative that describes the history of the
gray wolf in the contiguous US, from persecution to restoration.

I am happiest when creating and learning. I am passionate about
blending technology and art to create beautiful and intuitive digital
experience, putting the user at the center of everything I make.

TRAVEL JOURNAL: Ember and Rails

EXPERIENCE

github.com/RosaChoi/travel-journal-app-Ember

Share your journey by creating a journal, leaving comments on other people’s journey and
saving your favorite posts.
gCAMP: Ruby on Rails
github.com/RosaChoi/gCamp

A simplified version of a project management
application. Create an account, establish a project, add team members and assign tasks.

SKILLS

gSchool - Galvanize 				
Software Developer in Training		

2014 - Present

Currently immersed in a 24-week full stack curriculum that focuses on Ruby,
Ruby on Rails, Javascript, CSS3, HTML5, Ember.js, Responsive Design, Database,
APIs, Version Control, and Test Driven Development.

waselrosa LLC					
Designer & Front-End Developer

2012 - 2014

Specialized in web design/development and brand identity developement for
small and growing companies. Provided a complete suite of design and illustration services, as well as front-end developmenet.

Back-End		
Ruby, Ruby on Rails, PostgreSQL, MongoDB

Boundary Inc. 					
Executive Assistant to the CEO

Front-End
JavaScript, jQuery, Ember.js, HTML, CSS, Sass, Handlebars, Bootstrap

Assisted CEO with Series-C fund raising activities and preliminary work, and
succcesfully raised $22M. Oversaw quarterly board meetings and managed
engineering candidate database as well as on-boarding process for new hires.

Test Driven Development
RSpec, Jasmine, Capybara, Cucumber

NYU in Abu Dhabi & NYU Tisch Singapore
Administration Manager

Other
d3.js, Git, Heroku
Design
Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, SVG

EDUCATION
6-Month Full Stack Web Development
gSchool, Galvanize - San Francisco, CA
Front-End Web Development
General Assembly - San Francisco, CA
BFA in Computer Arts
Academy of Art University - San Francisco, CA
BFA in llustration / Fine Art
Academy of Art University - San Francisco, CA

2013 - 2014

2011 - 2013

Managed $5M division operation budget. Supervised office operations, services
and staff, including hiring and training the administrative support team.
Partnered with Dean and Chair to develop budgets and administer procedure
and work-flow systems. Initiated, planned and managed special public art projects, including high-profile film-screening and public talk with world-renowned
artist Christo and Jeanne-Claude, Frank Oz, etc.

Samsung Semiconductor Inc.
Executive Assistant to the CEO & President

2003 - 2007

Provided support to the CEO of $10B global technology corporation. Managed
all aspects of executive office, including heavy scheduling and liaising with
high-profile business partners to coordinating coporate reporting. Created
in-house graphic design, which cut costs 30% while improvig turnaround time by
35 days.

